A solid foundation was firmly established in 1955 with the birth of Penncross. The Penn Bent family continued to grow, thanks to the introduction of the Penn A's & G's and Seaside II, followed by Penneagle II & PennLinks II. The legacy continues with the recent arrival of Crystal BlueLinks. Just like family, each new variety owes its best qualities to the generation that came before. The Penn Bent family from Tee-2-Green continues to revolutionize the industry, and remains trusted by superintendents around the world.
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As much as 90 percent of the weight of a grass plant is in its roots.
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THE REEDUCATION OF A LOW PLUGGER
Colton Smith provides a first-hand account of cutting the cups on the front nine holes during the Liberty Mutual Legends of Golf event at Savannah Harbor.

A NEW DIRECTION
Former superintendent at Colbert Hills Golf Course in Manhattan, Kan., David Gourlay, shares tips for transitioning into a general manager role successfully.

AIR IT OUT
Voice your opinion about a topic or bring attention to something you believe deserves it. Visit our message board at www.golfcourseindustry.com/messageboard and speak your mind.

VIDEOS, PODCASTS AND MORE
Golf Course Industry TV is a Web site designed to enrich your business acumen and allow you to communicate with your peers through forums, blogs and polls. Videos, podcasts and an extensive photo gallery will provide you with an array of business and industry knowledge. Visit the interactive site — www.golfcourseindustry.tv — to create your profile and start networking.

EDITORIAL MISSION STATEMENT:
Golf Course Industry reports on and analyzes the business of maintaining golf courses, as well as the broader business of golf course management. This includes three main areas: agronomy, business management and career development as it relates to golf course superintendents and those managers responsible for maintaining a golf course as an important asset. Golf Course Industry shows superintendents what's possible, helps them understand why it's important and tells them how to take the next step.
LOSE THE EGO

While talking to several American golf course superintendents working abroad for a sidebar accompanying the cover story in this issue, one comment stuck out like a weed on a fairway at Augusta:

"I like the thought of being listened to more than what you get in the States. In the States, golf is run by opinionated businessmen who don't listen well and are difficult to work with. Overseas, people are looking for information. It's refreshing. People appreciate what you're doing."

Those are the thoughts of David Brinkel, vice president of Dubai Golf City in the United Arab Emirates. Brinkel likes it overseas so much he's been over there for about 20 years. Though it's just one person's view — although I know Brinkel isn't alone with his sentiment about those running private clubs in the U.S. — it says a lot about golf course operations here in the States. Brinkel's thoughts should spur green committee members and club presidents to think about their relationship with their superintendents. Is this how your superintendent views you?

This isn't the first time I've heard such sentiments from superintendents about those who run private clubs. In fact, I hear it regularly. Those making the decisions to hire superintendents at private clubs know less than the interviewee about agronomy and course maintenance in general. But they're the ones asking the questions because they own the clubs. Rightly so. In the mind of some committees, it seems a superintendent's personality, previous employment (read prestigious clubs) and connections trump agronomic knowledge, a keen business sense, and managerial and organizational skills. Is that the best way to hire?

Then there are the stories about superintendents losing their jobs — not because they can't grow grass but because they didn't see eye to eye with a green committee chair or club president or didn't continually meet members' unrealistic expectations. Some superintendents are tired of dealing with know-it-all wealthy businessmen on a power trip when it comes to maintaining their playground. Go figure, politics screws up a good thing at many clubs.

Money, power, politics, ego ... sounds like the ingredients for a racy Hollywood thriller, when in reality, superintendents deal with those aspects of club life regularly.

The decision makers at private clubs aren't necessarily the most educated people when it comes to golf course operations. Just because they have a lot of money and a big, green playground doesn't mean they have to deal with superintendents in such negative ways that drive them to other clubs, sales positions in the industry or even countries.

Of course, not all club members are such a pain. There are those who learn as much as they can about course maintenance, don't complain much about course conditions, understand superintendents' jobs, treat them with respect and actually listen to them. But you don't hear about that type often.

I'm sure there are many more David Brinkel's out there who are dealing with the egotistical volunteer leaders who just don't get it when it comes to club operations. It's too bad. Members should keep in mind the companies at which they're executives operate differently than their golf clubs.

Despite individual wealth and equity in their club, these difficult-to-work-with members should lose the ego, get off the power trip and take it easy on superintendents. Doing so is only going to improve course conditions at their club, although it will happen without as much input as members would like to give. But members shouldn't worry, superintendents can handle it. GCI
Makes sense for the planet.
Makes sense for your bottom line.

The Liquid Fence Company is proud to introduce EcoLogic™, the next generation of eco-safe turf, landscape and agricultural products. Landscape professionals, turf specialists, horticulturists and commercial growers alike, will now experience the benefits of "going green" while enjoying the unparalleled service and economy they have grown to expect from the makers of America's best all-natural animal and insect repellents.
The right focus

John Walsh’s editorial, “Focus on opportunities” (August issue, page 6), hits the nail on the head. I deal with two golf courses that suffer horribly from the lack of conditions he outlines as the two key characteristics for success – great course conditions and attentive customer service.

The course where I’m employed has fantastic conditioning – from all the feedback I’ve received – but poor service. A resort where I consult has poor conditioning and terrible service. I’m trying to solve the problems at both places, but these situations are more complicated than can be addressed in this space. I’m in a pivotal position at both places to implement change and am working to do so.

Kendall Marquardt, CGCS
Kenne Enterprises
Mazomanie, Wis.

Slow play

For years I’ve been saying that we’re walking into rounds of golfers who learned the tempo of play by watching professional Sunday afternoon on television ("Dying a slow death," August, page 74). I’m a marshal at Stanford University Golf Course, and I see this all the time.

Several years ago, when Tiger Woods was still at Stanford, I was asked to drive his father, Earl, around following Tiger’s group. Earl quietly mumbled about the slowness of play. Oh, did he ever. Finally, on a par-5 16th hole, the players were looking for yardage markers, eyeballing their second shot, checking the markers again, eyeballing some more, when Earl shouted at them: “Just hit the goddamn thing!”

Ted Bache
Marshal
Stanford University Golf Course
Stanford, Calif.

Pat Jones’ writing about slow play ("Dying a slow death," August, page 74) is on the money when he says five-hour-plus rounds are taking away from golf courses.

Our course is consistently trying to improve pace of play by training player assistants to help golfers move faster rather than say, “You’re falling behind, and we need you to pick up the pace.” We’ve tried giving away free beer to those who finish in a recommended time, but to be honest, all that did was give our early morning players, who finish in less than four hours anyway, a free beer. It also made customers playing later in the day even more upset about their slow pace because they’d been held up by slow players and didn’t finish within the recommended time.

We’re finding a slow player is a slow player. It’s easy to slow someone down but difficult to speed him up. It’s frustrating for our staff to know that when Mr. Smith tees it up every Saturday at 7:15 a.m., he’s going to hold up the course with his slow play unless we help him move faster throughout his entire round. We also have families who seem to never have played before or maybe not since Arnie’s prime.

Presently, we run seven and eight minute times with starter times booked every other hour to help space groups out. We’re considering spreading out our tee times. One reason for us leaving intervals this way is that if we have 100 rounds or 200 rounds it could take the same five hours to play because of one or two slow groups.

The bottom line is that we don’t want to die the slow death. If we can get our pace of play to its slowest period to be around four and a half hours, then we’ll be capable of fixing any course’s pace-of-play nightmare.

Donn Hess
Head golf professional
The Pines Golf Club
Tucson, Ariz.

I loved Pat Jones’ article, “Dying a slow death,” in the August issue (page 74). I’ve always wondered when this silly game people play will die out soon and why they pay us so much to provide an area for adults to play. Additionally, I wonder when I’m going to call my green chairman to tell him we can’t cut greens anymore because there’s no more fuel.

Jeffrey Urquhart
Golf course superintendent
Milton-Hoosic Club
Canton, Mass.
It's Time To Stop Snow Mold Cold.

Get the proven seasonal control you demand for turf diseases like Pink and Gray Snow Mold. Learn more at quali-pro.com.

Know The Sign. Greater Than Or Equal To.
Quali-Pro products feature formulation quality second to none for performance results equal to the competitive brands they replace.
When it comes to support, we have the rubber to meet the road.